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Prosodic Division in Japanese Compounding and Morphological Correspondence 

 

This study examines the prosodic structure of Japanese compounds, and in particular it 

focuses on its optional division in complex compounds. It has been shown that the prosodic 

structure of compounds is governed by correspondence among morphologically related words 

(Benua 1997) but not directly ruled by their morphological structure. This fact necessitates a 

reconsideration of the relationship between the morphological structure of words and the 

morphological correspondence among words. 

 Japanese compounding involves the prosodic concatenation of stems, as shown in 

(1), in which a pair of square brackets indicates a prosodic word. However, as Kubozono 

(1995) reported, a right-branching complex compound is often prosodically divided into two 

when the first two components are loanwords or Sino-Japanese words, as shown in (2). The 

grammaticality of such prosodic division depends on the morphological structure of a 

compound; prosodic division is basically ungrammatical in cases of a left-branching 

compound, as shown in (3). Kubozono also pointed out that when the first two components 

form a dvandva structure, prosodic division is possible, as shown in (4).  

 I claim that the optional prosodic division in Japanese compounds is governed by 

correspondence among morphologically related words (Benua 1997; see also Nishimura 

2013). The prosodic division in a left-branching compound is blocked by correspondence 

between the sub-compound of a complex compound and an independently existing 

compound whose underlying representation is identical to the sub-compound. An example of 

this correspondence, which requires phonological identity between the two structures, is 

illustrated in (5). Because a right-branching compound and a compound with dvandva 

structure do not have such correspondence, prosodic division in these types of compounds is 

not blocked, and therefore it is grammatical. Kubozono (1995) and Ito and Mester (2003) 

argued that the morphological structure of compounds directly causes the variation of 

prosodic division. However, their proposals cannot explain the prosodic difference between a 

normal left-branching compound and a compound with dvandva structure.  

This study reveals the superiority of morphological correspondence over 

morphological structure; correspondence among morphologically related words is 

independently necessary to explain the phonological structure of morphologically complex 

words (Benua 1997, Nishimura 2013, etc.), while morphological structure can be replaced 

with morphological correspondence at least in phonology of human language. 
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(1) /kawa/ + /usa�i/ � [kawa- usa�i], *[kawa][usa�i]  “river hare” 

 

(2) /doitsu/ + {/daNsu/ + / t�iimu/} � 

[doitsu-daNsu-t�iimu]~[doitsu][daNsu-t�iimu]  “dance team from Germany” 

 

(3) {/doitsu/ + /daNsu/} + /t�iimu/ � 

[doitsu-daNsu-t�iimu], *[doitsu][daNsu-t�iimu]  “team of German dance” 

 

(4) {/rooma/ + /pari/} + /tetsudoo/ � 

[rooma-pari-tetsudoo]~[rooma][pari-tetsudoo]  “Rome-Paris railroad” 

 

(5)  

  

 doitsu  daNsu  doitsu   daNsu   t�iimu  
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